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Aircraft Management
Premium Jet has established quality systems and proce-
dures which enable comprehensive, safe and cost-effective
personalized business aviation management solutions to
discerning customers worldwide. 

Aircraft Charter
Premium Jet with its reputation and track record in the
field of third party charter has carried over half a million
passengers – trouble-free. 

Aircraft Sales
Premium Jet is an independent aircraft sales organization
not affiliated to any aircraft manufacturer, locating an air-
craft or buyer to exactly match your requirements. 

Aircraft Completion and Acceptance
Premium Jet’s experienced in-house completion manage-
ment team, with its extensive technical background and
experience will save you both time and money while en-
suring the highest professional standards.

Premium Jet - The Global Solution for…

«Premium» stands for our corporate philosophy: 
First-class quality and service levels for all our customers
with complete dedication to service excellence - 365 days 
a year.
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Premium Jet offers commercial and private aircraft manage-
ment solutions ranging from specific services to a complete
asset management arrangement:

- Dispatch. Year-round 24/7 in-house operations department
working with state-of-the-art systems and staffed with
multilingual, experienced and well-connected flight 
dispatchers.

- Crew Control. With owner’s approval Premium Jet will
recruit, employ, train, schedule and control properly
licensed flight crew to ensure professional flight 
operations.

- Maintenance Control (CAMO+). Qualified and experi-
enced maintenance controllers coordinate maintenance,
checks and support of all technical aspects with approved
facilities around the world, including 24/7 AOG-assistance.

- Insurance Management. Premium Jet’s favorable fleet
insurance policy ensures compliance with legal require-
ments at better terms and conditions.

- Fuel Management. Premium Jet provides fuel carnets
from major suppliers permitting competitive pricing with
global volume purchasing advantages.

- Administration / Accounting. All invoices incurred
from the aircraft operation are closely scrutinized prior 
to being published for you on our easily accessible online
accounting system – at actual cost without any add-ons
or surcharges. 

Our personalized service offers all the benefits of having
your own in-house aviation department but at lower costs
and increased convenience. 

Premium Jet operates a fleet of business jets with 
dedicated, highly qualified and discreet flight and 
cabin crews – available for charter. 

We take complete care 
of your aircraft allowing
you to focus on your 
own business… 

Our 24/7 charter department provides end-to-end charter
solutions ensuring complete confidentiality for your travel
plans.

Premium Jet is owned and managed by professionals with
decades of experience and thorough understanding of the
needs of business aviation users around the world.

Chartering a business 
aircraft has never been
easier...
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Whether you intend to buy or sell an aircraft – a team with
expertise and experience is probably the most important
factor. 

Buying or selling an Aircraft
Premium Jet offers independent market advice and analysis.
We will represent your interests throughout the entire sales
process.

Premium Jet provides full aircraft sales and purchase service
including a comparative and competitive analysis of your
requirements, search and identification of suitable aircraft
or buyer, price negotiations, contracting to all checks needed.

Aircraft Completion and Acceptance
The use of an independent company to professionally
attend to the aircraft completion process is of fundamental
importance and will prove to be a sound financial decision.

Aircraft completion demands strict supervision of safety,
maintainability, reliability, efficiency and attention to detail.
Premium Jet as your representative in liaison with the
manufacturer ensures full compliance to your purchase
agreement, to all regulatory and legal requirements and
highest quality from green aircraft delivery, aircraft com-
pletion to final aircraft acceptance.

Because you can’t be there…
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Premium Jet AG
Bimenzältenstrasse 75
P.O. Box 308
CH-8058 Zurich Airport

Tel +41 44 307 50 60
Fax +41 44 307 50 81

welcome@premiumjet.eu 
www.premiumjet.eu
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To learn more about the different services
and solutions, please contact us:


